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What we move.



TRUCK TRANSPORT

We maintain a fleet of 
more than 780 vehicles 
at 10 locations in Europe.

Our vehicles are in top technical condi-
tion and modern telematics solutions 
allow constant tracking of our vehicles 
via GPS.
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SHORT- & LONG-DISTANCE TRANS-
PORT WESTHÄFEN / NETHERLANDS

130 Vehicles
Rotterdam

LOCAL & LONG-DISTANCE TRANS-
PORT WESTHÄFEN / LUXEMBOURG

30 Vehicles
Luxemburg

LOCAL & LONG-DISTANCE TRANS-
PORT RHINE-MAIN / RHINE-NECKAR

30 Vehicles
Fußgönheim

LOCAL & LONG-DISTANCE 
TRANSPORT EASTERN GERMANY

60 Vehicles
Leipzig

LOCAL & LONG-DISTANCE 
TRANSPORT RUHR AREA

70 Vehicles
Duisburg

SHORT- & LONG-DISTANCE 
TRANSPORT POLAND

20 Vehicles
Gdynia

LONG-DISTANCE 
TRANSPORT NORDHÄFEN

215 Vehicles
Bremen, Bremerhaven,  

Hamburg, Wilhelmshaven

LOCAL & FEEDER  
TRANSPORT NORDHĂFEN

225 Vehicles 
Bremen, Bremerhaven,  

Hamburg, Wilhelmshaven



TRAIN TRANSPORT

Since 2005, our customers have been relying on the experience  
and quality standards of the ‚Multimodal Transport‘ department at EKB Container Logistik.

Due to the integration of all 
locations, the majority of the 
transported containers are 

delivered or picked up by own vehic-
les. This guarantees a consistently high 
quality of the transport chain.

The ‚Multimodal Transport‘ depart-
ment handles national and internatio-
nal transports, mainly by rail or water-
way. It optimizes the transport chains 
from / to Nordhäfen and Westhäfen.

Our customers appreciate the advan-
tage of having only one contact in this 
transport segment.
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MULTIMODAL TRANSPORTS 
NORDHÄFEN / WESTHÄFEN

150 Containers / day  
Bremerhaven, Hamburg,  
Rotterdam, Antwerpen



BENELUX

Our service portfolio in local and long-distance transport in-
cludes the following components:

• All chassis types (tilt chassis, light chassis, etc.) available
• Transportation of temperature-controlled, oversized, 

overheight and dangerous goods
• Short term bookings
• Transport optimization to avoid empty runs
• ‚One-way‘ prices
• Creation of transit documents
• All vehicles are equipped with smartphones and onbo-

ard computers for fast information exchange
• Track & Trace of the transport
• Transport-related temporary storage on our own  

secured premises
• 24 / 7 availability through operation of an efficient  

shift system
• Europe-wide transport of tank containers  

(long-distance transport)
• Unhitching of the chassis at the consignor / consignee 

and pick-up at a later date (feeder transport)

All international long-distance transports to and from  
Rotterdam, Antwerp and Zeebruegge are centrally planned 
and organized by our Rotterdam branch.

• Transport type: truck or combination rail and truck
• All types of chassis available
• Transportation of temperature-controlled, oversized, 

overheight and dangerous goods
• Europe-wide transport of tank containers
• Short term bookings
• Transport optimization to avoid empty runs
• One-way prices
• Creation of transit documents
• Real-time tracking of the transport
• All vehicles are equipped with cell phones and onbo-

ard computers for fast information exchange.

LOCAL AND FEEDER TRANS-
PORT AND LONG-DISTANCE 
TRANSPORT



• Cross-border transports from Malaszewicze to Western 
Europe and the neighboring Baltic States

• Transports to Belarus and Ukraine
• Round trips between Poland and EU countries
• Imports from Hamburg to Poland
• Leasing of 2 container chassis to subcontractors
• Mediation of multimodal transports from Poland to 

China

Since 2005, our customers have been relying on the expe-
rience and quality standards of the ‚Multimodal Transport‘ 
department at EKB Container Logistik. The Multimodal 
Transport Department handles national and international 
transports, mainly by rail or water. The Multimodal Trans-
port department optimizes the transport chains not only 
to Nordhäfen and Westhäfen, but also to the Südhäfen. By 
integrating all locations of EKB Container Logistik, the majo-
rity of the transported containers are delivered or picked up 
by EKB Container Logistik‘s own vehicles. This guarantees a 
consistently high quality of the transport chain.

• Combination of rail, barge and truck
• Within the scope of the legal possibilities an additional 

4 t of goods weight can be transported
• Short-term rebooking on direct truck possible
• Unhitching of the chassis at the consignor / consignee 

and pick-up at a later time
• Just in time delivery
• Transport of ADR and waste transports requiring approval
• All chassis types available

MULTIMODAL TRANSPORTSPOLAND



With 200 vehicles, EKB Container Logistik has the largest 
European fleet of semi-trailer nits equipped with unrestric-
ted waste transport permits. This allows us to quickly and 
efficiently carry out any type of waste transport requiring a 
permit - in containers. Through close and well-rehearsed co-
operation with shipping companies and forwarding agents, 
EKB Container Logistik is able to transport waste requiring a 
permit to and from any location in the Federal Republic of 
Germany and the Netherlands within 24 hours. Our logistics 
specialists were able to shorten the long valid time frame 
for the transport of waste shipments requiring a permit by a 
whole 48 hours.

We routinely transport loads declared as dangerous goods.

• ADR equipment of the vehicle fleet
• Comprehensive dangerous goods training for driving 

personnel and dispatchers
• This also applies to Ex II-protected transports. The  

organization and execution of these transports is part 
of our daily business. The transport of over-high and  
over-wide containers is also part of our portfolio.

WASTE TRANSPORT TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS 
GOODS



As EKB, we have always been known as the „Greens“, which 
of course derives from the colors of our corporate logo. Soci-
al change and the commitment behind it in recent years have 
brought climate change and the natural limits of our earth‘s re-
sources clearly to the front and into the public consciousness. 
As part of the logistics chain, we are also a source of emissions 
that influence climate change and all its consequences.

Consequently, we as a group of companies have thought about 
how we can reduce or neutralize our emissions in order to 
make our business model emission-free in the medium term. 
The basis for this consideration is the centrally compiled and 
maintained Co2 balance sheet of the group of companies, 
through which we are now in a position to evaluate our emissi-
ons and measure their development in the long term.

True to the motto „always clean your own house first“, we have 
started to compile a set of measures to successively reduce the 
original emissions caused by our business activities after the 
central CO2 balance has been drawn up.

The main points arise from the following three topics:

• Consistent conversion of fleet units to alternative drive 
technologies (LNG and bio-LNG, etc.);

• Consistent conversion of the company car fleet to  
electric and hybrid vehicles for all new orders;

• Purchase of electrical energy for all properties from 
purely renewable energy sources.

Despite considerable investments - primarily in alternative 
drive technologies - it is not possible to map our business 
model entirely without emissions. In cooperation with Kli-
maInvest Green Concepts GmbH, we have started to de-
carbonize our remaining emissions and make them climate 
neutral. The CO2 emissions are compensated by the project 
portfolio of KlimaInvest Green Concepts GmbH. The sup-
ported projects are officially registered, follow the regulati-
ons of the Kyoto Protocol and are additionally certified ac-
cording to the strict requirements of the independent and 
non-profit Verified Carbon Standard  (VCS). In addition, we 
now also offer all customers the option of obtaining their 
transport services booked with us in a climate-neutral man-
ner via this route.

CLIMATE CHANGE - WHAT DO 
WE DO?



IT SERVICES

We began early on to drive forward networking with our 
customers and suppliers with our own in-house IT experts 
and have now achieved a high degree of integration. 

We have now bundled the know-how we have built up 
over the years into one company and are now also offering 
our expertise to external partners via EKB Digital Solutions 
GmbH.  Benefit from our employees‘ years of experience in 

process analysis and implementation as well as the trans-
formation of analog to digital business processes.

The bundled development competence allows us to work 
out the right IT solution for your individual application at 
short notice and to implement it through independent pro-
gramming. In detail, our range of services includes the fol-
lowing focal points:



YOUR IT CONTACT 
PERSONS

Ole Heemeyer
Commercial Managing Director
Tel.: +49 421 5236 - 233
Mail: heemeyer@ekb-ds.de

Stefan Joachim
Technical manager 
Tel.: +49 421 4377287 - 35
Mail: joachim@ekb-ds.de

Consulting services
• Analysis of analog processes and concept development 

for the transformation into a digital process
• Analysis of legacy systems

• As-is analysis
• Migration concept

Technologies
• Distributed / scalable microservices based on Spring-

Boot
• Modern web applications based on Angular Material
• Database connections

• Document-based non-SQL databases (MongoDB)
• Classic relational databases (MySQL)

• Loose coupling via queues (RabitMQ)
 
API connection to external platforms
• Vehicle data and Digitacho (Yellowfox)
• Invoice dispatch (Tradeshift)
• Track & Trace (Tradelens, Fourkites)
• Ticket systems (Jira)
• Provision of mileage calculation according to EWS

Interfaces
• EDI connections based on XML data

• Transport request
• Status messages
• Track & Trace

• Excel import of order data



Holger Schulz
Managing Director
Tel.: +49 421 5236 - 105
Mail: schulz@ekb-bremen.de

Reinhold Döhle
Managing Director
Tel.: +49 421 5236 - 107
Mail: doehle@ekb-bremen.de

Kai von Harten
Overall management of local and
feeder transport
Tel.: +49 421 5236 - 401
Mail: vonharten@ekb-bremen.de

Manuel Tönjes
Overall management of
long-distance transport
Tel.: +49 421 5236 - 315
Mail: toenjes@ekb-bremen.de

BREMEN

HAMBURG LEIPZIG

Frank Lehrmann
Branch management /
Overall management of  
multimodal transports
Tel.: +49 40 741197 - 608
Mail: lehrmann@ekb-bremen.de

Benjamin Friedrich
Branch Management
Tel.: +49 341 46814 - 17
Mail: friedrich@ekb-bremen.de

Albert Eroglu
Local transport management
Tel.: +49 40 741197 - 553
Mail: eroglu@ekb-bremen.de

OUR CONTACT PERSONS



Bert Broere
Executive Board
Tel.: +31 182 5088 - 71
Mail: abroere@ekb-nl.nl

Gijsbert van Driel
Executive Board
Tel.: +31 182 3080 - 90
Mail: gdriel@ekb-nl.nl

Bas Sterrenburg
Executive Board
Tel.: +31 182 5088 - 60
Mail: sterrenburg@ekb-nl.nl

Thorsten Grass
Branch Management
Tel.: +48 606 203 474
Mail: thorsten.grass@ekb.com.pl

ROTTERDAM

GDYNIA

Tobias Knop
Branch Management
Tel.: +49 471 94648 - 21
Mail: knop@ekb-bremen.de

BREMERHAVEN DUISBURG

Uwe Wittmann
Branch Management
Tel.: +49 6237 977088 - 11
Mail: uwittmann@ekb-nl.nl

FUSSGÖNHEIM

OUR CONTACT PERSONS

Stefan Falk
Branch Management 
Tel.: +49 2065 422 95 - 31
Mail: falk@ekb-bremen.de



500
Employees

780
Trucks

450.000
Containers per year

90.000.000
Kilometers per year

50.000
EDI orders

1.000
Chassis
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Wir bewegen was.
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